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The eIF4E–binding protein 1 (4EBP1) has long been known to
be completely unstructured without any secondary structures,
which contributed significantly to the proposal of the induced fit
mechanism for target binding of intrinsically disordered proteins.
We show here that 4EBP1 is not completely unstructured, but
contains a pre-structured helix.

Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are associated with a broad
range of biological functions as well as with critical diseases
including prion (‘‘mad cow’’) diseases, cancers, viral infection
and neurodegenerative diseases.1–5 As the eventual function of
most (B80%) IDPs is to convey biological signals by binding to
various types of target molecules, such as proteins, nucleic acids,
metals, or lipids,1,6,7 delineating their target-binding mechanism
is important to clearly understand IDP function. Recent studies
illustrate that accurate structural knowledge of IDPs may
have immediate consequences even for drug development.4,5
A disorder to order transition and coupled folding and binding are
common terms describing IDP-target binding.2,8–10 These terms,
however, mostly refer to a global topological change occurring in
IDPs upon target binding. At an atomistic level an induced fit (IF)
mechanism involving a coil - helix transition was proposed at the
dawn of the IDP research arguing that any pre-structuring of the
target-binding segment is unnecessary for binding.8–11 However, a
coil - helix structural transition is not likely to occur if a targetbinding segment in a free IDP is already pre-structured in a
conformation that presages its target-bound conformation.6
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In such a case conformational selection of the pre-structured
segment by a target may be an efficient and more thermodynamically favorable event. Thus, a fundamental question
concerns whether IDPs in their free state are totally unstructured down to the level of secondary structures12–14 noting that
even fully denatured globular proteins cannot be described by a
complete random coil model.15
A recent analysis of B50 IDPs and IDRs (intrinsically disordered
regions) whose conformational details were characterized by NMR
techniques revealed that B70% of them are in a mostly unstructured (MU) state rather than being in a completely unstructured
(CU) state.6 The MU-type IDPs contain the so-called pre-structured
motifs (PreSMos), originally coined as local structural (lost)
elements,3 almost all of which serve as the specific determinants
for target binding. After the introduction of the PreSMo concept
several CU type IDPs originally proposed to undergo the coil helix IF transition were carefully re-analyzed by NMR and turned
out to be MU-types, seriously weakening the basis knowledge
supporting the coil - helix IF mechanism.6 These results pointed
out a need to rekindle the early idea of the potential contribution
of conformational selection of a PreSMo by a target protein to
IDP-target binding.3 Nonetheless, the IF mechanism has been
mostly considered in the IDP field. Whilst the presence of a
PreSMo per se is certainly not a suﬃcient condition for conformational selection it seems clear that the subtly controlled
level – neither too little nor too much – of secondary structure
pre-population of the target-binding segments in free IDPs is
important for target binding.16 For example, a recent mutation
study on an IDR of thyroid hormone and retinoid receptors
(ACTR) showed that the helical fraction of a helical PreSMo in
the unbound ACTR correlated with its binding affinity to the
nuclear coactivator binding domain (NCBD) of the CREB binding
protein.17 Early reports also pointed out the pre-structuring of the
target-binding segments.6,16
The human phosphoprotein 4EBP1 is the very first IDP
explicitly described to be completely or ‘‘wholly’’ disordered,8,9
which contributed critically to the formation of a coil - helix IF
concept. Interestingly, this paradigmatic IDP was not re-analyzed
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in the context of the PreSMo concept. The 4EBP1 contains an
eIF4E-binding segment composed of residues 55–63.2 Given
that PreSMos are target-binding motifs6 we postulated that the
residues 55–63 in 4EBP1 form a PreSMo. The early NMR data on
4EBP1 did not contain a complete resonance assignment due to
resonance overlap.8 In order to overcome this overlap problem
we used a shorter construct of 4EBP1 (residues 49–118; named
BP49 hereafter) encompassing the eIF4E-binding region.
Chemical shifts (Fig. 1a and b) are the first NMR parameters
to be used to determine if an IDP contains a PreSMo.6 The SSP
score of B0.2 in BP49 (Fig. 1c) indicates that the eIF4E-binding
residues 56–63 adopt B20% of a helix in a free state. A similar
degree of pre-population is noted for many PreSMos.6 The
existence of this helix PreSMo is also supported by the backbone dynamics (Fig. 1d); positive values (0.3–0.5) of 1H–15N
heteronuclear NOEs are observed for these residues although
they are not as large as those (0.8–1.0) obtained for a stable
helix (Fig. 1e). The 15N relaxation times, particularly T2, for the
PreSMo-forming residues clearly deviate from the rest of the
molecule as indicated by the J(0) values ranging between 2 and
2.7 rad ns 1 indicating somewhat restricted motion (Fig. S5,
ESI†). Contiguously observed small temperature coefficients
(o5 ppb K 1) of the backbone amide NHs (residues 56–63)
(Fig. 1d) also suggest formation of a helix.

We further characterized BP49 using the Flexible-Meccano (FM)
approach18 to determine the content of PreSMos. Experimental
residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) measured under negatively
charged Pf-1 phages (Fig. S1, ESI†) were used to generate an
ensemble structure for IDPs. Fig. 1h shows that the N-terminus
of BP49 displays RDC values deviating from a completely
disordered segment. The FM approach predicts that B15% of
BP49 is engaged in helix formation similar to that obtained
from SSP. FM ensembles yield two helices between residues
57–62 (6.6  0.2%) and 51–60 (8.3  0.1%) (Fig. S2 and Table S1,
ESI†) and their presence is also supported by the experimental
observations of interproton NOEs for these helices (Fig. S3 and S4,
ESI†). In addition when a conformational ensemble of BP49 is
calculated by replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) the
residues 56–63 are shown to form a helix. In Fig. 2a and b we
present 10 REMD ensemble structures of BP49 in the eIF4E-free
state and the X-ray structure of an eIF4E–bound 4EBP1 peptide.2
Fig. 2c illustrates how remarkably the pre-structured helix presages
the eIF4E-bound helix. The REMD ensemble reveals two H-bonds
formed at the N-terminus of the pre-structured helix between the
side chain carboxylate group of 55D and the backbone NHs of 56R
and 57K (see Fig. 2d) in agreement with the small temperature
coefficients (Fig. 1d).
The observations that IDPs or IDRs containing long
(440 residues) disordered segments could carry out inherent
functions, e.g., transcription and translation, without using 3-D
structures were novel enough to generate a serious query on
their target recognition process.3,12–15 The rationale that IDPs,
being fundamentally different from globular proteins, may well
have their own unique mechanism of target binding that defies
the conformational complementarity rule that globular proteins
obey seemed acceptable to a certain degree. However, such an

Fig. 1 Left panel: deviation of 1Ha (a) and 13Ca (b) chemical shifts from
random coil values. The SSP (secondary structure propensity) scores
(c) and temperature coeﬃcients of the backbone amide hydrogens (d).
Right panel: 1H–15N heteronuclear NOEs (e) and backbone 15N relaxation
times, T1 (f) and T2 (g), and NH residual dipolar coupling constants (h) of
BP49. The horizontal lines in (f) and (g) indicate an average.

Fig. 2 REMD ensemble of BP49 superimposed over a pre-structured
helix (purple) (a), the X-ray structure of an eIF4E–bound 4EBP1 peptide
(residues 51–67) (yellow)2 (b), and superposition of the pre-structured helix
(purple) and the eIF4E-bound helix (yellow) (c). Two N-terminal hydrogen
bonds involving the side chain carboxylate group of 55D and the backbone
amide protons of 56R and 57K (d).
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explanation is not sufficient in answering an unavoidable question,
‘‘How a protein, no matter how novel they may be, could recognize
its targets in such a non-specific way (i.e. without a 3-D structure)
without relying on conformational traits at all?’’. Note that this
question applies to B80% of IDPs.7 Within this context the discovery of a PreSMo as an ‘‘active site’’ in the intrinsically disordered
transactivation domain (TAD) of p53 was rather revealing since
it demonstrated that local secondary structural elements in free
IDPs could be the answer to the above question.3,6 In fact, we now
realize that IDPs are not total outliers completely defying the classical
structure-function paradigm in the protein kingdom because IDPs
use PreSMos to abide by the shape complementarity rule.6
The PreSMo concept was poorly recognized in the early days
when a few reports described that IDPs were in a CU state.8–11 One
of these studies involved a short fragment (residues 469–482) in
the VP16 TAD putatively undergoing a coil-to-helix IF; the helix
formed in the TAFII31-bound state of VP16 TAD was not observed
in the unbound state.11 However, three independent NMR studies
using a longer segment of VP16 TAD showed later that the
putative segment formed a helix PreSMo.6 A transient secondary
structure in a short peptide can be easily missed if studied in
aqueous solution in isolation unless it has an extremely strong
inherent propensity to form a secondary structure.19 The reductionistic approach of using a short VP16 TAD peptide seems to
have led to an erroneous conclusion that the putative segment of
VP16 TAD underwent a coil-to-helix IF. Another misleading report
dealt with a sufficiently long (B60 residues) KID fragment of
CREB. Somehow this IDR was described to contain an ‘‘extremely
small’’ fraction of secondary structures, which inevitably
supported a ‘‘coil-to-helix’’ IF9 when in fact as shown in a later
study16,20 the free KID was populated with two helix PreSMos,
one pre-structured at B50% and the other at B10%, respectively.6 Securin is another IDP for which the original CU type
description had to be changed to a MU.
The PreSMo concept seems duly acknowledged especially in
recent years with many reports on the presence of PreSMos in
free MU-type IDPs.6 Even though the potential formation of local
structural order by the eIF4E-binding segment in 4EBP1 was
predicted by what is known as MoRF21 and a recent mutation
study showed the functional significance of the helical propensity of a short eIF4E-binding peptide (residues 51–67) in 4EBP122
no quantitative characterization of the formation of the prestructure helix per se by the eIF4E-binding segment in a full or in
a sufficiently long 4EBP1 construct with several residues flanking
the eIF4E-binding segment has been carried out. Two mechanistic models, conformational selection (CS) and induced fit, are
currently in use to describe protein–protein interactions. In the
case of globular proteins some were found to follow the former
mechanism while others followed the latter. Recent results
indicated that IDP-target binding cannot be fully accounted for
only by the coil - helix IF mechanism.23,24 Yet the fact that the
IF has been considered predominantly for IDPs can probably be
ascribed to the early view that IDPs were entirely unstructured.
While there are at least a few dozen cases of the PreSMo structures
known in free IDPs the cases where conformations of PreSMos
both in the free and the target-bound state are very rare; examples
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are the p53 TAD helix and mdm2,3,25 the two turn motifs of p53
TAD and RPA,26 the turn II PreSMo of p53 TAD and p6227 and
the KID–KIX pair.10 Our results on the structure of the free
eIF4E-binding PreSMo along with its previously known conformation in its eIF4E-bound state, formed by exactly the same
residues, are meaningful additions to the above list. This
suggests that eIF4E–4EBP1 binding may follow an initial conformational selection of the helix PreSMo in 4EBP1 by eIF4E
followed by further structural induction into a more stable
helix. Here, we underline again that the presence of a PreSMo
itself is not evidence of conformational selection and that
accurate determination of the IDP-target binding mechanism
requires much more work, e.g., binding kinetics measurement
with PreSMo segment mutations, NMR relaxation dispersion
experiments. Nevertheless, we anticipate that this report will
contribute to the shift of our view on the IDP-target binding
mechanism from the predominant IF to a combination of CS and IF
since the CU nature of the full-length eIF4E-free 4EBP1 that played
an important role in the conception of the coil - helix IF proposal
along with the misleading original report on the KID–KIX binding10
is now revised. It was probably the rarity of such data that did not
allow one to seriously consider the conformational selection of a
PreSMo by a target as an alternative IDP-target binding mechanism.
In retrospect, the coil - helix IF mechanism for IDP-target binding
was based only on a very limited number of NMR data and appears
to have been generalized without thorough verification of a statistically significant number of systems.9,28
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